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Assessment
What and how?



An example
 In a school for Vocational education
 All teachers said: they can not make calculations

18 + 9
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
18 + 9“Heb je het zo gedaan (en ik gebruikte mijn vingers bij het tellen) 18, 19, 20, 21? “Nee, natuurlijk niet, je doet gewoon 2 erbij 7 erbij”.Een andere leerling zei: “Ik heb het anders gedaan: 10 er bij 1 eraf.”



17 + 19
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The role of assessment?
Why do we assess?

 To see where the students are
 To see what students know/can do
 To show students where they are
 To motivate students by giving properly feedback
Where to start
 To reflect on previous teaching: what to do next. 
 For a grade
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Over time, 
assessment questions

should “fill” the pyramid.

Assessment Pyramid
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jan de Lange's pyramid. This pyramid is a model for the structure of a balanced assessment. The different levels of the pyramid reflect three levels of thinking and reasoning (reproduction-connections-analysis) in the different strands. All the teachers involved in the CATCH project or attending local summer institutes studied this model.Many teachers were surprised when they applied this model for assessment to their textbooks. Teachers found most textbook assessments focus on Level 1 (reproduction) questions. Teachers also recognized that their classroom assessments rarely included level 2 or 3, questions to assess (and promote) application of mathematics and problem solving. Some users change easy to difficult by informal to formal. The levels are not very distinct and whether a problem is a level I, II or III also depends on what was previously taught in class.In a balanced test, as a general rule, we use the ratio Level I : Level II : Level III = 3 : 2 : 1If you expose students to this type of assessments, you should take into account that the usual way of scoring and grading will need to change as wellA balanced assessment plan consists of tests on many different formats, including oral tests. The pyramid model is used to design a balanced, written, time restricted test.



The Levels of Competencies

1. Reproduction, procedures, concepts and 
definitions

2. Making connections, integration and 
problem solving

3. Mathematizing, mathematical thinking and 
reasoning, generalizing and insight
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Level I Finding examples is easy. “How many faces has a cube?” Use the Pythagorean Theorem to calculate the length of side AC in the right triangle ABC.”Level II Find your own mathematical tools. Combine information from different sources (tables, graphs, stories).“Does this metal rod I need to take to the fifth floor fit into the elevator?”Level III Use your mathematical knowledge in a new situation. Provide mathematical arguments and proof.Note that the PISA framework for mathematics is also based on this pyramid model of different mathematical competencies. (PISA: Programme of International Student Assessment)In a classroom test all competencies should be addressed but not all of them in the same ratio.



Example of Level 1
Knowledge of Facts and Definitions

 How many degrees are the angles of an 
isosceles triangle?

What units would be the best to measure the
weight of an egg?

A. centimeters
B. millimeters
C. grams
D. kilograms
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reproduction, procedures, concepts and definitions �Responses to a question labeled Level 1 often require knowledge of facts and definitions and routine procedures that have been memorized and have been practiced during previous lessons. This type of question can be found in any textbook and on standardized tests. 



Examples of Level 1
Use of Routine Procedures
 What is the approximate surface area (A) of a cone 

whose slant height (s) is 6 inches and whose radius (r) 
is 3 inches? 
Use the formula: 

 Only $139.99 plus 8.25% salestax.
What is the price of this walkman, tax included?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As the Pyramid model shows, Level 1 questions are not necessarily easy.



Level 1 or 2?
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
No exact numbers are needed. Reason globally: 75 for 3 euro’s, means about 1 euro per 25. Four times 25 is 100, 100 candles for 4 euro’s. That is a better buy than 100 candles for 7 euro’s.Discuss the use of mathematical arguments to be given by students.



Level?

In a calculus class, 15 of the students play soccer. 
Find the total number of students in the class if 3 
out of every 5 students play soccer.
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3 out of every 5 play soccer
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So the total number in class is 25



3 out of every 5 play soccer
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3 out of every 5 play soccer
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When a student solves a problem in an informal way, where he already has been taught more formal ways, information about the level of his thinking is provided. 



Examples of Level 3
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 Thinking problems

 A-lympiad (Monica, Dédé)

 Other presentations? ....

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mathematizing, mathematical thinking and reasoning, generalizing and insight. (MATH A- Olympiad)�On this highest level the differences between the mathematical domains disappear.�At this level, students will have to:�-  mathematize situations, use mathematical models �-  recognize and extract the mathematics embedded in the�situation�-  choose mathematical tools to solve more complicated problems�-  be able to compare the mathematical content with that in other context problems and generalize Students have studied square root functions. In the introduction to this problem they are told that p can have any value. A whole “family of functions” exists. What do students have to do in order to solve this problem?If p = 0, y = √4 = 2 so all graphs should have the point (…, 2) in common.



What is a balanced assessment?

Depending on the specific chapter or unit that is 
assessed, we sometimes use the following general                 
rule of the distribution of time and scoring points:

Or L1 : L2 : L3 = 3 : 2 : 1
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This means that a student who masters the basic skills taught in the chapter and who has some capabilities at the higher levels, can reach a sufficient percentage of about 60% of the available score points and has shown sufficient mastery of the subject matter to start a new chapter or topic. Note that this is just a general rule and many variations may be found in different schools. In that case, the base of "acceptable" can be changed accordingly.The format for the questions and problems to be used in a test may differ, but mostly open questions will be posed.



Grading?

How would you value a 60% score on a 
balanced assessment?
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Choose your activity
 Analyze an assessment:

Models You can Count on (From Mathematics in 
Context)

 Evaluate student work
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A test should reflect 
previous teaching
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From looking at the student work, the teacher can draw a lot of information about the way students are thinking, how they are able to express their opinion in wording and about (common) misconceptions. This information will guide instruction after the problem has been discussed in class.That is why it still is a good question.Of course, we always want our students to do well on a test and give the correct answers. But it is also necessary to go beyond what was done in class and challenge them to 'stretch' their knowledge and surprise us. Our reward is, apart from seeing that often students are capable of much more than we thought, we get a lot of information to guide instruction and important information to inform parents and students about what the student can do.
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